
PRODUCT RANGE OVERVIEW
Commercial cladding can create attractive elevations with wide design permutations that blend

into the surrounding architecture, enabling containers to be sited in planning sensitive areas.

ContainerClad offer a vast range of patterns, colours and textures. Optical formats can be

tailormade to reflect traditional brick, stonechip, timber or slate facades. In addition, a roof apex

can be created on the steel structure and lightweight roofing tile installed to enhance aesthetic

compatibility.

BRICK-EFFECT
rustika anthrazit ziegelrot

STONECHIP-EFFECT
aqua bordeaux granit

LAMINATE-EFFECT
brushed-silver grey-green light-hardwood

WEATHERBOARD
dark-grey light-0ak pine-green

IMITATION TIMBER
akazie dunkelgruen golden-oak

STONE-EFFECT
anthrazit marmoweiss zeigrot

NATURAL RIVEN

STONE

graphite light-stone salmon

HIGHLY DURABLE AND WEATHER 
RESISTANT SYSTEM THAT 

NEEDS LITTLE MAINTAINANCE

CLADDING



METROLINK EXTENSION
ContainerClad are currently
working on a Metrolink
extension, which will reduce
traffic in busy areas, and
improve the quality of public
transport. In order to supply
and upgrade power supply
systems, electrical Substations
in the form of container
modules need to be sited in
both urban and rural locations
along the route of the new
track. However, the visual
aesthetics of the steel
containers had raised
concerns with local Councils.
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NEED HELP? 
GET THE ANSWERS YOU NEED FAST. 

CALL OUR DEDICATED SALES TEAM ON:
01302 719217

CONTAINERCLAD SOLUTION:
ContainerClad have offered a unique solution to
stringent Planning requirements, by ensuring that
the Substations blend seamlessly with the
surrounding architecture across a wide spectrum
of landscapes. The application of cladding 

coordinated to local building materials and
textures, has ensured that sophisticated
electrical equipment can be located as required,
whilst the unique ContainerClad Fixing System
maintains the integrity of the protective modules.
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